Concerning SB 1530.
This bill is may be labeled, Environmental. However once you dig into it. It clearly a tax based bill. 600M
estimated cost of proposed taxes and fees out of Oregonians pockets. That to me and many other
Oregonians is a high concern. That you are pushing this thru in a short session is a concern. That you
refuse to let us vote on such a bill that directly effect individuals, families, businesses including but not
limited to farmers, ranchers and logging industry is a major concern. That once agian you have attached
"the emergency clause" to this bill. Is also a major concern. The emergency clause in my opinion been
vastly abused by the current administration. Exsample passing the bill to allow illegals to obtain Oregon
Driver Licenses. One we Oregonians by proper vote made it clear we were against this, not once but
least twice in the last 10 years. The fact you passed this anyways and attached the emergency clause
very much makes many Oregonians question your ethical behavior. In no way was illegal able to drive
legal in Oregon a Emergency. So yes as you seen with the civil protest the 6th at the Capital..as you may
want to ignore, but know you heard many Oregonians state not only concerns on SB 1530. But outright
demand as we are entitled to that such policy and bill laws that will directly effect so many Oregonians
that it be voted on by us the people. It is our right to vote on matter such this and have our voices
heard. To push this through is a blatant disrespect to all Oregonians. Your jobs are to represent us..all of
us. You have not been holding to your oaths of office. You have attempted to cut out the voice and
rights of Oregonians. Do what's right. Do not pass this SB1530 bill. Respect the very we the people that
voted you into your office and redraw the bill so it balances human needs with environmental
need..then respect us and let us vote on such a bill. If you need a exsample of how good intentions can
fail drastically when our government pushes thru Bill's with little or no voter approval..you not have look
far. California past a simliar one sided bill..among other pushed thru bills..and the residents of California
are vastly struggling. That is very public knowledge. Worse yet the bill/ law in California has proven to
made very little environmental positive impact. But has made very damaging impact on the livleyhoods
of the people. I am ask you use your wisdom and to see this bill must not be passed as it currently
written.
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